Alumni of the College of Staten Island are rooted in the first commencements of Staten Island Community College in 1958 and Richmond College in 1969, our two predecessor institutions, which merged in 1976 and were renamed the College of Staten Island. Today, we honor the legacy of all our alumni and celebrate the proud history of our College as the only public institution of higher education in the borough.

THURSDAY, MAY 28, 2015 at 9:30AM

GREAT LAWN

2800 VICTORY BOULEVARD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10314
PROGRAM
Interpreters: Doreen Capofari, Anna Carter, Elizabeth McNelis

PROCESSIONAL

PRESENTATION
Grand Marshal
George Emilio Sanchez
Professor and Vice Chair of College Council

PRESIDING OFFICER
Fred Naider
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Damian LaRocca ’15
BA, Music
(Signing by Students in the College of Staten Island American Sign Language Class)

INVOCATION
Reverend Nicholas P. Petropoulakos
Pastor, Holy Trinity-St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church

WELCOME
William J. Fritz
President

GREETINGS
Rita DiMartino ’76
Trustee, The City University of New York
On behalf of the Board of Trustees

Matthew Sapienza
Vice Chancellor for Budget and Finance
On behalf of The City University of New York

Deborah Popper
Professor of Political Science and Global Affairs
On behalf of the College of Staten Island Faculty

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
William J. Fritz
Sally W. Williams
Doctor of Humane Letters

RECOGNITION OF PRESIDENTIAL MEDALS
William J. Fritz
Linda M. Baran
James McBratney ’05
Irving K. Robbins
Jean G. Roland

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDIRTORIAN
Fred Naider

VALEDIRTORIAN ADDRESS
Kaw sar Ibrahim ’15
BS, Psychology

INDUCTION OF ALUMNI
Arthur Merola ’85
President, College of Staten Island Alumni Association

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
Fred Naider

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
William J. Fritz

RECESSIONAL
Departmental Exercises will immediately follow the Ceremony.
A reception for graduates and guests will be held in the Campus Center at noon.
COLLEGE HONORS

CSI Valedictorian  Kawsar Ibrahim ‘15
CSI Salutatorian  Lucinda Zawadzki ‘15

COLLEGE AWARDS

Arleigh B. Williamson Liberal Arts Award  Jessica Wolchak
Clara and Arleigh B. Williamson Award  Sophia Jordan
Phi Beta Kappa Associates Awards
Jurandir Chan, Juan Clarin, Rossana Cruciatita, Marian Cunsolo, Abeer Husein, Kawsar Ibrahim, Sophia Jordan, Olivia Klahr, Kristina Wing Yee Lam, Stephanie Layburn, Elena Markov, Adriane Musacchio, Kelly Reebe, Nicole Rivardo, Benyomin Schofield, Abdo Semaan, Ilona Stoyko, Oksana Tsekot, Lucinda Zawadzki, and Rosalie Zawadzki

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BUSINESS
School of Business Faculty Award for Excellence  Jozef Zapotoka
Andrew Esterly Award for Excellence  Tatsiana Milashevi
Burton S. Player Award for Academic Excellence  Salvatore Giannone
Wall Street Journal Achievement Award  Priscilla Torres
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Business  Mei Pui Chan

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
Beverly Curry Memorial Award  Kristina Belotskaya
Professor Laura S. Nowak Award for Academic Excellence in Finance  Chandramauli Adikari, Michael Siozios
Charles Pinzolo Award  Ksenia Kiseleva
New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants Award (Bachelor’s Degree)  Jie Fei

ECONOMICS
Oded Remba Memorial Award for Excellence in Economics  Alonzo Smith
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Economics  Shenuque Tissera
MANAGEMENT
Lorraine and Gordon DiPaolo Management Awards
Mark Brogna
James Kollie
Adam Moy

MARKETING
Lorraine and Gordon DiPaolo Marketing Awards
Anthony DiAngelo
Joseph Guzzo
International Business Alumni Award
Megan Kohlsaat
Dr. Libero Giovanni Moretti Award
Steven Woolverton
Thomas Tellefsen Marketing Award
Mohammad Chuughtai

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
Kopple C. Friedman Commencement Award
Liyang Chang
Harris Goldberg Memorial Award
Thomas Vuolo
Judith Summerville Memorial Award
Natalie Tamarez
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in Education
Kristin Russo Colasanto

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
NURSING
AAS Award in Nursing
Shani Jankelovits
BSN Award in Nursing
Rosalind Weiss
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in Nursing
Ingrid Prince

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Physical Therapy Department Faculty Awards
for Service in Physical Therapy
Rebecca Bullen
Ann Mackey
Maureen McDonough
Nicole Savarese
Brian Sherman
Denise Uttaro
New York Physical Therapy Association
Brooklyn-Staten Island District Meritorious
Student Achievement Award
Brian Sherman
Physical Therapy Faculty Award for
Excellence in Physical Therapy
Ann Mackey
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

ENGLISH

Grace S. and Thomas Feola Award
Lyndell Matteo

Earl Jacobs Memorial Award
Alixandra Petersen

Creative Writing Award
Michael Santiago

English Department Linguistic Awards
Medine Kovacevic
Melynda Kuppler

English Department Literature Award
Stephanie Layburn

Ely Stock Memorial Award
Marie Amato

Rehberg Memorial Award for Academic Excellence in Poetry
Danielle Fletcher

Speech Science Research Award
Jessica Spensieri

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in English
Anthony Bongiorno

HISTORY

Professor Herbert Foster-James
Sturm-Don Hausdorff Memorial Award
Gregory Giordano

Francois Ngolet Memorial Awards
Abeer Husein
Adriane Musacchio

Stanley Plastrik Memorial Commencement Award
Brian Murphy

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in History
Samantha Coppola

MEDIA CULTURE

Media Culture Department Award: Cinema Studies
Alonzo Smith

Media Culture Department Awards: Communications
Raechel Eliasen
Samantha Endrom
Stacey Gitto
Laura Lagoudis
Steven Martinez
John McCarthy
Theresa Pessolano
Yasmine Rimawi

Elliot Rubenstein Memorial Award
Christi Boland
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in
Media Culture
Jenna Rubertone

**PERFORMING AND CREATIVE ARTS**

Performing and Creative Arts
Department Award: Art
Victoria Hertel

Performing and Creative Arts
Department Awards: Dramatic Arts
Mellonnie Davis
Ayasha Sampson

Performing and Creative Arts
Department Awards: Music
Sara Dupre
Jose Mendez
Jane Saunders
Benyomin Schofield

Andrea Batista Award
Daniela Favaloro

Ted McIrvine Memorial Award
Patrick Nowak

Margaret Ricciardi Commencement Award
for Studio Art
Brian Ortiz

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in
Performing and Creative Arts
Jane Saunders

**PHILOSOPHY**

Donna Mayer Award
for Academic Excellence
James Fahey

Excellence in Philosophy Awards
Christopher Damitz
Mohammed Naser
Charles Prestigiacomo
Nyah Smith

**POLITICAL SCIENCE AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS**

Laura Schwartz Memorial Award
for Excellence in Political Science
Ahmed Ahmed

Robert J. Schwenk Political Science Awards
Michael Nappi
Alyssa Olivo

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Psychology Departmental Awards
Hana Moustapha
Vincent Wong

Mark Guterman Memorial Award
Lisa Gniewkowski

Anya Gabriela Kuppersmith Memorial Award
Divina Wiley
Deitch Psychological Studies Awards for Evening Students
Keegan Fernandes
Genevieve Montecchi

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Psychology
Kawzar Ibrahim

SOCIAL WORK
CSI Auxiliary Service Award for Academic Excellence in Social Work
Nicole Locricchio

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Sociology and Anthropology Department Faculty Award
Anita Duka
Judith Balfé Memorial Award
Alexis Viruet
Angela Peña-Ayala Memorial Award
Tanya Desmond
Emil Oesterreicher Memorial Award
Tanya Faye
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Sociology and Anthropology
Nicole Rivardo

WORLD LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
World Languages and Literatures Department Award for Excellence in Italian
Jurandir Chan

World Languages and Literatures Department Award for Excellence in Spanish
Sandra Flores Hernandez

CSI Auxiliary Service Award for Academic Excellence in World Languages and Literatures
Jurandir Chan

DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

BIOLOGY
Biology Department Faculty Awards
Lucinda Zawadzki
Rosalie Zawadzki

Biology Department Faculty Awards for Research
Rossana Cruciata
Kristina Wing Yee Lam

Biology Department Faculty Awards and the Joseph and Eileen Carlton Memorial Fund for Service to the Biology Department
Justin Atos
Christian Crespo

Melvin Baumel Memorial Award in Medical Technology
Albert Chow

Paris Garcia Memorial Award
Robert Pashayan
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Excellence in Biology
Elena Markov

Joseph Vagvolgyi Memorial Award
Irena Jmukhadze

CHEMISTRY
Chemistry Department Awards
Getuarb Duka
Edward He
Kevin Lee

Patricia A. Nolan Award
Abdo Semaan

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Chemistry/Biochemistry
Ilona Stoyko

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Maung Aung Memorial Awards
Ardita Musovic
Justin Van Wygerden

Warren G. Simmons Memorial Award
Mohammad Butt

Computer Science Department Awards
Islam Allan
Fateeha Amjad
Justin Bastawrose
Robert DACunto
Louis Gaeta
Paul Guglielmetti
Sungji Ha
Thomas Kurian
Michael Ruffe
Quang Tran
Jonathan Zimmer

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Outstanding Service in Computer Science
Amy Luo

ENGINEERING SCIENCE AND PHYSICS
Giovanni S. Impeduglia Memorial Commencement Award
Thomas Vuolo

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Engineering Science and Physics
Evgeniya Koshelyaevskaya

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES
Henry Huang Memorial Award
Tahir Hussain

Morris E. Levine Memorial Award
Kewin Tham

John Mulligan Memorial Awards
Constantin Bercov
Joseph Konczynski

MATHEMATICS
Sherry Blackman Memorial Award
Angelo Rago
Louis Blake Memorial Award
Danielle Auriti

Benedict Carlat Memorial Award
for Outstanding Work in Mathematics
Argeta Benis

Mabel Szeto Memorial Award
Justin Van Wygerden

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in Mathematics
Lydia Chung

GRADUATE AWARDS

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Louise Colavito Award in Education
Ian Feldman

MS Award in Education
Nelli Smirnova

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
MS Award in Nursing
Mary Saputo

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
MA Award in English
Laura D’Anna

Federick M. Binder MALs Award for Outstanding Scholarly Achievement
Rocco Astore

The Richard Gid Powers Award in American Studies
Kevin Gomez

Michael Greenberg, Sadrul A. Khan, and Stephen J. Stearns Memorial Award
Ryan Eisenbraun

George Custen Memorial Awards in Cinema and Media Studies
Ximena Aliaguilla
Laura Christiansen

Clinical Mental Health Counseling Award in Psychology
Jianna Barhoum

MA Award in Social Work
Alexa Donnelly

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MS Awards in Biology
Alzahraa Amer
Sari Katzen
Kristi Russo
Ella Viola

MS Awards in Computer Science
Srikari Sindhoori Datla
Endrit Kokunja
Roman Lavrov

Environmental Science Award
Padmi Ranasinghe
Neuroscience MS/Doctoral Program Awards
Elsie Arce
Emelyne Bauicaut
Gabriella Colonna
Nicole LaMassa
Cristen Melfi

INTERDISCIPLINARY AWARDS

CORE 100 Award
Carey Leiterman

Honors in Science, Letters, and Society
Jaclyn Miceli

International Studies
Asmaa Elamrousry

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Percy Ellis Sutton SEEK Program Award for Academic Achievement and Service to the Program
Kevin Gomez

John Conway Memorial Award
Jamie Sterner

Billy Fraser Achievement Award
Marc Weitzman

James Ortiz, Jr. Memorial Award
Allen Rivera

Melvin Baumel Memorial Basketball Award
Kevin Swanberg

Female Athlete of the Year Award
Brittany Smith

Male Athlete of the Year Award
Alfonso Castaneda

Student Government Student Service Awards/Students
Sarah Ahmad
Newton Brooks
Jurandir Chan
Katrina Hannan
Mitchell Harris
Rana Mohammad
Ibrahim Sangare

SAUNDRA FRANKEL MEMORIAL AWARDS

Medical Technology (Bachelor’s Degree)
Gracie Cai

Nursing (Associate’s Degree)
Olga Kubash

Nursing (Bachelor’s Degree)
Francesca Messina

Physical Therapy (Bachelor’s/Master’s Degree)
Ann Mackey
OTHER AWARDS

CSI Alumni Association Outstanding Student Leadership Awards
Sarah Ahmed
Kelly Woodford
Vincent Wong

Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges
Gino Agneses
Ahmed Ahmed
Salsabeel Allan
Steve Arriaga
Justin Atos
Zana Barrow
Cathy-Ann Borges
Christopher Buonocore
Aissata Camara
Brandon Cardella
Arthur Cardinale
Jurandir Chan
Francis Colonna
Faith D'Alessandra
Christina Daquieno
Lucia Edwards
Kaitlyn Egan
Hassan Fares
Christine Fisher
Diana France
Mirna Germano
Elena Ghelan
John Gioeli
Leidona Gjonovic
Erica Golin
Joelle Grunblatt
Sue Ann Herrera
Laura Hollingsworth
Stephen Hongach
Abeer Husein
Maryann Ibrahim
Alexandra Imbesi
Alexander Improta
Praisey Jacob
Stephanie Jara
Kopro Jo-Joe
Christopher Jones
Kellie Joseph
Farzeen Kanwal
Sari Katzen
Luiza Kayumova
Megan Kohlsaat
Evgeniya Kosheleyaevskaya
Dona Wasana M. Navinna Kottage
Dennis Lam
Kristina Lam
Rin Zhi Larocque
Xue Qing Liang
Laura Lund
Sally Mach
Victoria Manzo
Dorothea Martin
Malcolm McPherson
Renee Merritt
Natallia Murzich
Adriane Musacchio
Bassem Nawar
Anita Ohemenggyan
Christina Olsen
Maria Pagani
Richard Pallarino
Dakota Paxton
Amanda Percaccio
Rachel Postiglione
Anthony Raguso
Merlin Raj
John Rubino
Hana Sajjad
Ibrahim Sangare
Omolola Saula
Danielle Scozzari
Danielle Sicilia
Dajah Smith
Karolina Truchel
Emmanuella Ulası
Erica Villamar
Ella Viola
Robert White
Masha Wickramasinghe
Gail Wodkiewicz
Irma Karina Cruz Velez
Inessa Zahkariashvili
Peipei Zhang
Luyao Zheng
DOLPHIN AWARDS

Outstanding Scholarly Achievement
by a Member of the Full-Time Faculty
Deborah Popper

Outstanding Teaching
by a Member of the Full-Time Faculty
Sondra Brandler

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Full-Time Faculty
Gordon DiPaolo

Outstanding Teaching
by a Member of the Adjunct Faculty
Anthony Romano

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in HEO Title
Lillian McGinn

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in CLT and OIT Specialist Title
Gabriel Cynowicz

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in Clerical Function
Elaine Rocco

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in Maintenance, Operations, Security Services, and Support Functions
Lucy Tirado

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Part-Time, Non-Instructional Staff
Donna Sipp

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Currently Enrolled Student
Erica Golin
HONORARY DEGREE

Sally W. Williams

You are a native Staten Islander and lifelong champion of our community, following in the footsteps of your father, Dr. Arleigh B. Williamson, one of the founders of our predecessor institutions, Staten Island Community College and Richmond College, without which we wouldn’t be here today. Your education spans from Curtis High School to Cornell University, where you received a degree in Government.

Your professional career, all in the federal government, spanned 35 years. You began your tenure with the Civil Service Commission in Washington, DC. Then, you worked for several years for the Department of the Army in Boston before moving to Japan.

Eventually, you returned to Staten Island and resumed your career with the U.S. Civil Service Commission, which later became the Office of Personnel Management, a few years later, serving in the New York Regional office. Subsequently, you moved to Commission offices in Buffalo, where you were the first woman to run the office; San Francisco, where you worked to establish that office; and Newark, before landing in Philadelphia, where you became Chief of the Staffing Services Division, overseeing the agency's field offices throughout the Northeast, and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. You retired from this position.

You also served as the former President of the New York State Chapter of the International Personnel Management Association and the New York Chapter of the American Society for Public Administration, and National Chair for ASPA’s Section for Personnel and Labor Relations.

In an effort to continue your father’s commitment to the community, you have served in a number of high-profile roles on Staten Island. You are a founding member and past President of the College of Staten Island Foundation, where you continue to serve on the Board of Directors. You are also past President of the Greenbelt Conservancy, where you facilitated the opening of the Greenbelt Nature Center, and a current Board member; former Vice President and Treasurer of the Staten Island Botanical Garden; and former President of the Staten Island Citizens’ Planning Committee of the Freshkills Landfill. You continue your work today as a community activist.

In recognition of your passionate commitment to our College and community, the faculty of the College of Staten Island of The City University of New York awards you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.

In pursuance of the authority vested in me by law and on the recommendation of the faculty, in accordance with the action of the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York, I now confer upon Sally W. Williams the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, with all the rights, privileges, honors, responsibilities, and immunities.
Linda M. Baran

Linda M. Baran is President and CEO of the Staten Island Chamber of Commerce, where she has worked for the past 28 years. In May 2004, Ms. Baran was elected by the Chamber's Board of Directors as the first woman President and CEO of the organization. Prior to that, she served as the Interim President for seven months and held the position of Vice President of Finance and Resources. She has worked in many areas of the Chamber, including Finance and Operations and Membership Development, Community Relations, and Special Events, as well as Government and Legislative Affairs. Ms. Baran also serves on the Board of the Chamber Alliance of New York State (CANYS) and plays an active role in the Five Borough Chamber Coalition. She has served on Governor Cuomo's Community Rising Planning committee, where she has worked tirelessly in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy to provide resources and information to affected Staten Island businesses, and she currently serves as the President of the Staten Island Rotary Club, as a board member of Notre Dame Academy, and as an advisory board member for the Small Business Development Center at the College of Staten Island. Ms. Baran has received a number of awards for her service, including a CSI College Award in 2005. She is a native Staten Islander who grew up in Midland Beach, and currently resides in Great Kills with her family.

James McBratney

James McBratney is the President of the Staten Island Restaurant and Tavern Association, and owner of Jimmy Max Bar and Restaurant. A self-described “passionate Staten Islander,” he was educated in the NYC public school system and briefly attended the University of Miami and Wagner College before enrolling at CSI, where he graduated in 2005 with a BS in Business Management. In 1989, Mr. McBratney and his grandfather John Denino co-founded Jimmy Max, which recently celebrated its 25th anniversary. He is a former CSI Alumni Association Board member, has served as the Chairperson of the CSI Alumni Association’s annual Savor the Flavors event since its inception in 2010, and is also on the Board of Management at the West Brighton YMCA. Today, much of his time is dedicated to coaching baseball at Snug Harbor Little League, soccer for Our Lady of Good Counsel, and football for the 911 flag football Raiders. Mr. McBratney is the proud father of five: James, Jenna, Mark, Kayla, and Liam. He is married to Kathleen McBratney (Driscoll) who received her undergraduate, master’s, and administrative certificate all from CSI. They reside in West Brighton on Staten Island. His four grandparents were all born on the North Shore of the Island.

Irving K. Robbins

Irving K. Robbins is an Associate Professor of Engineering and Physics at the College of Staten Island, and Director of CSI’s Astrophysical Observatory. He received a BS in Physics and Mathematics from The City College of New York and an MS in Physics from New York University. Prof. Robbins has been very active in his more than 46 years at CSI. The founder of the College’s Astrophysics program, his research has led to the confirmed discovery of a minor planet, five potential...
discoveries, and the recovery of two lost asteroids. Most recently, he has been involved in the active tracking and discovery of asteroids. Prof. Robbins has also served as a mentor to STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) undergraduate students in research techniques, has organized and hosted numerous day and evening viewing events at the CSI Observatory for our students and the general public, and has given frequent lectures throughout the area on "Asteroid and Comet Impacts with Consequences for Planet Earth" and other space science topics over the years. Prof. Robbins has received extensive recognition for his scholarship and dedication to his field including a CSI Dolphin Award for Excellence in Teaching in 1997, a Chancellor’s Certificate of Recognition in 2002, a Performance Excellence Award from PSC-CUNY and CSI in 1999, and a Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics Fellowship in 1993, as well as grants from the National Science Foundation and NASA.

Jean G. Roland

Jean G. Roland is a native Staten Islander, a published poet, and a fervent supporter of the Staten Island community and the College of Staten Island. She has served in a number of capacities, such as former board member of the Staten Island Museum, the Staten Island Mental Health Society, and Staten Island Historical Society. Beyond her literary pursuits, where she participated in writing workshops at The New School and the Noble Maritime Collection, Ms. Roland has also studied sculpture with Alexander Archipenko, and William King at the Brooklyn Museum, as well as welding at Pratt Institute. She was married to the late Dr. Albert Roland, a graduate of Curtis High School, The City College/CUNY, and New York University Dental School, who eventually served as President of the Richmond County Dental Society. Although Dr. Roland was an alumnus of City College, the Rolands have been supporters and good friends of the College of Staten Island because it was the CUNY institution in their community. Ms. Roland has continued that support and dedication to this day.
The listing of names, degrees, and honors to be conferred, appearing herein, is subject to such changes, deletions, and additions as may be necessary to conform to the final and official records of the College of Staten Island. This listing includes potential candidates for graduation and is not an official list of graduates. Awarding of degrees and honors is contingent upon certification by the Registrar pending receipt of final grades.

Latin Honors are granted pending determination by the Registrar’s Office that candidates have satisfied the requirements.

- • summa cum laude (GPA of at least 3.90)
- • magna cum laude (GPA of at least 3.75)
- • cum laude (GPA of at least 3.50)
Associate in Applied Science
Sarah Abraham
David Acosta
Ruslan Antonich
Iulia Blagodar
Samanta Casco
Joanne Ciccone
Juliana Ciriati
Preston Daniel
Anastasia Deluca
Nicholas Dolcemaschio
Victoria Filippazzo
Daniel Gantman
Melissa Gelardi
Roksolyana Gladoun
Christine Gorman
Anyia Govia
Fitore Hallili *
Kevin Hosmer
Maegan Hotchkiss
Stephanie Hunt
Praisey Jacob *
Shani Jankelovits **
Olga Kubash **
Helen Lashiker
Philip Lee
Danielle Lentini
Jillian Lisi
Georgiy Lzychin *
Saraha Mahomed
Kimete Maskuli
Zakaria Merfouk
Jennifer Merz
Tara Messina *
Thomas Notaro
Amanda Noto **
Okechukwu Okoronkwo
William Olsen
Rosanna O’Mallon *
Lori Pagano
Joyce Pisanti ***
Jasmine Redman
Kaitlyn Rosendorf
Joseph Russo
Lisa Samuel
Omolola Saula *
Anna Soubbotina
Diana Tlatenchi *
Cristal Torres
April Vanwagoner
Xin Wang
Jack Xu
Alesia Zhuk
Tatyana Zinchenko *
Dimitra Zorbas

Associate in Arts
Manar Abdelaziz **
Morire Akindutire
Alexa Anderson
Salmana Bah
Frida Balla
Matthew Basile
Tiffany Beasley
Morgan Benggio
Brianne Benitez
Olivia Bracco
Tilson Brito-arena
Vladyslav Budnik
Nicole Caccavale
Genesis Camacho
Kristina Chechich
Nicole Cillis
Amanda Cipolla
Ramanda Clarke
Ashley Cruz
Susan Delpino
Michelle Depietro
Tatiana Dragnunskiy
Iman Elramsissy
Moses Esuola
Daniel Falero
Christina Fillbrunn
Anthony Fontana
Michael Forquignon
Victor Forte
Joanne German *
Amira Ghanem
Jennifer Gitter
Donna Green
Bianca Hayes
Jose Hernandez
Brian Hozer
Angel Irizarry
Fatumata Jacob *
Tamara Jacobs
Ryan John
Patrick Kilbane
Nicole King **
Isabelle Krysiak
Katherine Lara
Stephanie Leaks
Della Lee
Neal Levy
Nancy Maira *
James Manning
Michael Marchese Jr. *
Jessica Mayes
James McGowan **
Tiffany Medina
Roberto Melendez
Rebecca Mendoza
Milinda Montanez
Lauren Morales
Frantz Muller
Elizabeth Munafu *
JANUARY 2015

Meaghan Murphy
Iritifa Najneen
Brandon Nicolas
Valentin Nisevich
Amane Othman
Andrea Perez
Kristen Perri *
Shona-K Phillip
Amanda Pollari
Jessica Pollicino
Victoria Priola
Deborah Quaglino *
Dominic Quattrocchi
Nicholas Radenberg
Cynthia Reyes
Sandra Dee Richardson
Salvatore Rizzo
Nico Rojas
Destini Rosario
Jonathan Rouach
Erica Salguera *
Mirka Sanchez
Samantha Scalici
Keith Schettino
Joseph Senise
Ali Shah
Mohammad Shahout
Assata Soumahoro
Alex Sparago
Nicole Spinella
Sherine Sumoul
John Tadras
Amanda Taliercio
Anna Tam *
Crystal Tirado
Jeremy Trigo
Philip Tronolone
Christopher Williams
Michael Williams
Matthew Wojcik
Jessica Wolchak ***
Briana Wood
Hayward Yatco
Salvatore Zambito

Associate in Science
Kofoworola Badero
Alexandra Maida
Pauline Pazdry
Anaida Simonyants

Bachelor of Arts
Marwa Ahmar
Russell Aiello
Marie Amato *
Denise Andes
Afua Ansah
William Arata
Danielle Auriti **
Candice Ayala
Carlos Banegas
Josiah Beck
Theresa Bethea *
Amanda Boglio *
Gene Bonsanti
Christina Bracco
Noelle Brennan **
Daniel Brown
Naomi Bunick
Bianca Burrafato
Ashley Caruso
Omar Casiano
Elio Chedrawi
Lina Chica
Gabrielle Christopher
Benjamin Chu
Matthew Chung
Kristen Russo Colasanto **
Samantha Coppola **
Kasey Cowan
Vanessa Cucuzza
Tricia Cuomo
Shawn Cybulaska
Alex Dale
Christopher Damitz *
Steven Daniels
Justin De Crescenzo *
Edward Decamillis
Leonard Donegan
Anita Duka *
Souha Elsaadi
Jessica Emery
Nicole Ercole
Igor Eydmann
Victor Fernandez
Cristina Figueroa
Suzanne Fiorillo
Kenneth Fowler
Diana France *
Anne Fredrickson
Artem Golub
Ethan Greenspan
Michelle Guarino
Sharzina Halim
Kristina Ivanova
Lee-Anne Jaccarino *
Sean Kelly
Olivia Klahr ***
Aida Kovacevic
Tamara Laird
Nico Lalla
Nicolette Lambert
Stephanie Layburn **
Stephanie Lee
Antonella Marino
Aprile Martin
JANUARY 2015

Denise Martinez
Nicholas Massa
Christopher Mione
Julianne Neely **
Sally Niles
Kenyetta Oliver
Alyssa Olivo **
Jakub Orlando
Anthony Padavano
Corinne Paris
Amanda Pepe **
Mareddy Perez
Joseph Perillo
Katie Perkins *
Cody Pregent
Danielle Rainone *
Kelly Reebe ***
Itana Rekhelis
Vjolca Resuljani
Marline Rezk
Joseph Riccobono
Kim Rittenhouse
Lisa Rittenhouse
Nicole Rivardo ***
Lisa Roberts
James Robinson
Lorraine Rocco
Britany Rogan
Sean Ryan
David Salieb
Samia Sanchez
Maria Sefakakis
Deanna Serpe ***
Valbona Shahani
Kristen Sleight
Paulmichael Sperling
Frances St. John
Dieunette Sylvain
Natalie Tamarez *
Jessica Taranto
Alexandria Tirado
Stephen Torres
Oksana Tsekot ***
Julise Valentin *
Kelly Vargas
Danny Vasquez
Wendy Vasquez
Alexis Viuuet **
Erica Ware
Michele Wei
Samantha Willis
Kaitlyn Wojcik
Kelly Woodford
Elizabeth Zaldana
Jessica Zito *
Rose Zrake

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Stephanie Betances

Bachelor of Science
Yevgeny Abramovich
Chandramauli Adikari *
Admira Adovic
Ameer Ahmad
April Albritton
Ludmila Aliakseichyk
Ahmad Alkhabani
Jason Almanza
Ezequiel Junio Alvarez
Lillian Alvarez
Nicole Anderson
Joseph Arcaro
Beshouy Askharoun
Danielle Auriti **
Jennifer Baez
Bhagya Bandara
Henrietta Bannerman
Deanna Basuino
Chaya Baum **
Christopher Benne
Dana Biondolillo
Cori Bopp
Botros Botros
Sylvia Botros *
Andreea Bradescu *
Diane Bright *
Mark Brogna ***
Joseph Bruno
Nataliia Bulakh
Gracie Cai **
Damian Cain
Jason Callas
Nathaniel Cannon
Vincent Carbonaro
Nicole Casso
Syzan Cekovic
Robin Chapman-Rodriguez
Jean Charles
Pawel Charnick
Qi Chen **
Tina Chen
Yung Cheng
Laura Chetirko *
Christian Chininos
Maria Chow
Renny Christian
Lydia Chung ***
John Cobb
Alyssa Colasurdo
Nicole Colombo
Christine Corona
Shivanthi Crawford
Delia Crocco *
Angela Crowley
JANUARY 2015

Christine Crowley
Catherine Cunningham
Marian Cusolo ***
Steven Czerniawski
Robert Dacunto *
Halim Daoud
Maria Delrosario **
Marielle Denaro *
Daniela Diaz
Robert Dolcimascola
Cassandra Domingo
Victoria Donegan
Marissa Dreyer
Getuab Duka **
Heather Edell
Amer Elmourad
Samantha Endrom **
Arelie Estevez
Stephanie Farber
Jie Fei ***
Joseph Feminella
Michael Fernandez
Matthew Ferrantelli
Janice Fortes
Jean-Marie Francois
Andrew Gad
Louis Gaeta *
Sandra Gagliardi *
Carlos Vargas Galindo
William Lin Gao *
Nicole Garzaniti
Xavier Geoffroy
Kerolos Ghobrial
Stacey Gitto *
Regina Godich *
Christopher Gonzalez
Robert Grabowski
Paul Grado
Polina Grichevsky
Yulia Grimaldi *
Sarah Gruber
Dilrukshi Gunaratna
Danny Gurges
Anastasiya Gurnevich
Rubayet Hasan
Bianca Hayes
Stacey Holcomb
Chun Hom
Tasnua Hossain *
Doris Huey
Tahir Hussain **
Melanie Hyde
Safiya Iffraimova
Matthew Israel
Jobin Jacob
Jerry Jean
Sanjeevan Jeevananthan
Yaoya Jiang

Leontina Kaba
Suad Kacic
Stavroula Kafkis
Naomi Kahanani
Abdulrah Kamaah
Mohammed Kaouadji
Ewelina Kolakowska-Salamon *
Joseph Konczynski *
Dona Wasana Navinna Kottage
Agnieszka Kozik *
Thomas Kurian ***
Tamara Labella
Laura Lagoudis *
Wai Lun Lam **
Arianna Lasorsa
Julia Law
Jessica Leung
Qun Liang *
Aaisha Liaqat
David Lica ***
Yinyi Lin
Jennifer Ling
Nicole Lomonaco
Samantha Lomonaco
Jenny Lu *
Laura Lund *
Emilia Maggi
Jyothi Mammen *
Omar Mansour
Kent Mar
Alexandra Maratea
Atixhe Marke *
Christopher Marshall
Gregory Maruggi
Shpendi Maskuli
Luke May
Demetrious Mazidis
Nicole Mckenna
Jessica Mcwilliams *
Tony Mei
Maria Melfi
Francesca Messina **
Muhammed Metjahic
Tatsiana Milashevich ***
Euthena Millman-Fruchtmann
Corinne Mincher
Damon Minus
Michael Mirazita
Jessica Mock
Viktoriya Morozova
Ruwan M W Warnasooriya Mudiya
Nina Musillo *
Crystal Napoleoni
Illya Nayshevskyy
Elaine Neurohr
Enea Nurecellari
Alyssa Olivo **
Yenni Ortega *
JANUARY 2015

Anastasiya Outkina
Yelena Ovrutskaya *
Michael Papandrea
Juyoung Park
Suzanne Parmar
Alberto Perdomo
Jennifer Perry
Thomas Peruggia
Ali Piracha
Laidon Pirolı
Meghan Pociejowski
Raghavi Polisetti
Joseph Popp
Amy Puleo
Tara Rainero
Elissa Ramirez
Amanda Reilly
Anthony Rescigno
Amanda Rivera
Valentino Rivera
Samantha Roman
Taylor Rosen
Jadé Rowe
Danielle Ruggiero
Yelizaveta Rukhlова
William Ruppert
Miyaka Sasaki
Kelly Savarese
Michael Scalera
Matthew Scasny
Allison Scully
David See
Mostafa Shalaby
Latoya Sinclair
Daniella Sokolovsky
April Soto
Caitlin Spinelli
Pericles Stavridis
Kseniya Stepanyuk
Paul Stingo
Marcia Strickland
Kunzah Syed **
Zenaïda Tagani
Kayla Tagliamonté
Caroline Taintor *
Eileen Tam *
Alson Tan
May Tan
Vincent Tardy
Ernestine Tchakounte
Catherine Tchourougoua
Ashley Terrone
Deepti Thomas *
Sarah Thornton **
Janna Topuzis
Sabrina Torres
David Tso
Eugene Turgil
Khasim Vaughan
Caitlin Veros **
Nora Voglio
Paul Weberg
Dana Whitaker
Andrew Winslow
Xue Dang Wu
Ledy Xheheešhë
Mergime Xhekeshi
Daniella Yaccarino
James Yap
Wendy Yuan
Yasman Yudeh **
Jeremy Yuin *
Omar Zahrey
Mohamed Zahriah
Halyna Zaluha
Jozef Zapotoka ***
Shiyu Zhang
Jin Rong Zheng
Yuting Zheng
Tongyan Zhou
Wenmei Zhu *

Master of Arts in Cinema and Media Studies
Laura Christiansen

Master of Arts in English
Anthony Bongiorno

Master of Arts in History
Matthew Bartels

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
Theodora Beekman
Barbara Leskowicz
Matthew Navarria

Master of Arts in Mental Health Counseling
Joseph Balestrieri
Jianna Barhoum
Rita Caputo
Courtney Davis
Michelle Emode
Lori Faicco
Laura Husseini
Jacqueline Imbemba
Leana Leon
Esther Mitnick
Korpo Osinuga
Kelly Sheeran
Azadeh Shirgir
Victoria Smushko
Emily Stein
Lauren Suleiman
Nicholas Tamborra
JANUARY 2015

Stephanie Torres
Gail Wodkiewicz

Master of Science in Adult-Gerontology CNS
Ellen Cooper
Mirna Germano

Master of Science in Biology
Alzahraa Amer

Master of Science in Computer Science
Venkat Davuluri
Srikanth Reddy Yadaram

Master of Science in Environmental Science
Sarah Clark

Master of Science in Neuroscience
Salem Bn-Mohsen

Master of Science in Education-Adolescence Education
Christopher App
Michael Balzano
Vincent Dellatacoma
Sandra Mastellone
Daniel Pfeiffer

Master of Science in Education-Childhood Education
Amanda Bayiokos
Kaitlyn Cernera
Christine Gentiluomo
Priscilla Scarpati
Jessica Schroeder

Master of Science in Education-Special Education
Philia Anekwe
Roseann Armato
Danielle Blazewicz
Jonida Dosti
Giovanna Giurdanella
Irina Grigoryan
Scott Heller
Paulina Krasnik
Jessica Luisi
Elizabeth Mancini
Edwin Mau
Elizabeth Milone
Jessica Naylor
Jill Neary
Amanda Putzer
Rachel Rudoff
Anna Savona

Kellyann Susino
Mimoza Teplani
Paulina Zygarlicka

Post Master’s Dual Certificate in Leadership in Education-School Building Leader and School District Leader
Ana Maria Benjumea-Tubito
Amanda Cortese
Christopher Diforte
Kellyanne Gallo
Daniel Greenberg
Maureen Heimenrath
Christine Hoffman
Nicole Kunz
Melissa Mcbratney
Joanna Morano
Joanna Padula
Francesco Portelos
Briana Zasa
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CUNY Macaulay Honors College
University Scholars Program
Amanda Alessi **
Dhiwya Alex *
Nechama Averick **
Argeta Benis **
Mohammad Chughtai *
Cody Cimbal
Rossana Cruciata ***
Raechel Eliasen *
Edward Engelson *
Sarah Giglio **
Paul Guglielmetti **
Edward He **
Kieran Hepworth *
Kawser Ibrahim ***
Kaitlyn Kelly **
Kevin Lee **
Amy Luo ***
Hosea Mak
Christopher Maniscalco
Anton Mararenko **
Demetrious Mazidis
Jaclyn Miceli ***
Diane Narouz
Jenna Pantophlet
George Ritorto *
Aleksey Rodionov
Igor Smolianski *
Kunzah Syed **
Shenuque Tissera *
Sophia Varriano *
Divina Wiley *
Vincent Wong **
Steven Woolverton **
Jonathan Zacharowicz
Lucinda Zawadzki ***
Rosalie Zawadzki ***
Jonathan Zimmer **

The Verrazano School
Sarah Ahmad
Suzanne Ahmed
Ashley Albanese *
Justin Atos **
Juliet Baidoo *
Joseph Bushman *
Gracie Cai **
Zaccary Cardito **
Elissa Como *
Katherine Cummings
Lauren De Stefano
Maria Delrosario **
Marissa Dreyer
Getuab Duka **
Diana France *
Erica Golin **
Silvia Guaman

Stephen Hongach *
Chun-Wei Hsu *
Abeer Husein ***
Christine Huynh *
Brian Kien
Medine Kovacevic
Kristina Wing Yee Lam ***
Jessica Larsen
Kaitlin Lillo
Sally Mach *
Dilakshi Mampitiya
Amanda Mendez **
Annmarie Modafferi *
Brian Murphy **
Adriane Musacchio **
Michael Nappi *
Robert Pashayan **
Theresa Pessolano ***
Alixandra Petersen **
Michael Picone
Ali Piracha
Merlin Raj **
Diane Saadeh *
Ibrahim Sangare
Jamie Sterner *
Phu Tang

Teacher Education
Honors Academy
Argeta Benis **
Angelo Rago **
Daniella Susino
Thomas Vuolo **

Associate in Applied Science
Veronica Ababi *
Bernard Ajayi
Romana Akter
Briggitte Alcivar
Islam Allan*
Fateeha Almajed*
Alysa Andrade
Nicole Baron
Meghan Burke
Andrea Campoverde
Viola Chaka
Eva Chiu
Sonanika Chouhan **
Stephanie Clemente
Catalina Colon
Marissa Davis
Gabrielle Devoti
Christina Dibella
Albana Duka
Luis Espinal
Alysa Feliciano
Fernando Figueroa
Aldrich Gamboa
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Briana Garaventa
Crystal Gomez
Feh Jean Francois Gonne
Bassem Habib
Karunarahnage Hapuarachchi
Erika Herrera *
Elizabeth Hodgens
Nicole Hoffman
Fallon Hynes
Alexandra Imbesi *
Anthony Impellizzeri
Samet Isufi
Alejandra Juarez *
Farzeen Kanwal *
Hye Young Kim
Yea Ji Kim
Brittany Koerber
Eugene Kurpakov
Deanna Kvetkoff
Carol Liberman
Anna Litovchenko *
Rebecca Liu
Vjolca Ljubanovic *
Sheryl Anne Macadangdang
Danielle Matoske *
Concetta Mazella ***
Jesse Mazor
Vincent McLaughlin
George Medina
John Mistretta
Tara Murphy
Arian Musliovski
Sara Nix
Emmanuel Nuaji
Nancy Novoa
Amanda Obourke
Magalys Olivo
Ursula Pachas
Gabriella Palazzo
Hyunj Park
Alfonso Parra
Eduardo Pavia
Sullemun Rasul
Amanda Riches
Nicole Russell
Louisa Sabino
Michele Sakariasen
Alexis Santana
Samantha Sanzone
Robyn Schiff
Marisa Semioli *
Chantol Stephens
Derrick Tam
Melanie Thakore
Menaka Thilakarathne *
Daniel Thompson
Michael Tilelli
Thomas Torocco *

Karolina Truchel
Suki Wong
Xiuyun Wu-Surdo
Andrew Yan

Associate in Arts
Alicia Adamo
Sabrina Afaneh **
Rhoda Aggrey
Radwa Ahmed
Lateef Akeredolu
Maria Alaimo
Ashley Ames
Briana Amshen
Nicholas Anderson
Natalia Antczak
Amanda Arce
Jessica Arce
Anthony Avevor *
Belinda Baidoo
Cheyanna Bauer
Jennifer Bedoya
Gina Bompartito
James Borowski
Stevana Boutot
Jayde Bressi
Lisa Broccoli
Kevin Campos
Anthony Carbonaro
Alexandra Caruana *
Marina Ceserano
Laura Chavez
Lily Chen **
Victoria Christiansen
Vincent Colletta
Alexander Colon
Ejatu Conteh
Philip Corhan
Christopher Coscean
Javon Cox
Amanda Dacon
Christina Daigbe
Romello Darwin
Gianna DeCesare
Michael Dellacroce
Allison Deluca **
Anthony Denaro
Thomas Depaulo
David Desantis
Jazmin Diaz
Shelley Disla
Carlos Emigdio
Fatou Fall
Magatte Fall
Justine Farber
Lorraine Figueroa
Selkey Zhen Fung
Kimberly Garcia
JUNE 2015

Amanda Giorgio
Anthony Giuliano
Mark Giunto *
Racquel Graham
Lynn Greenwaldt
Andrew Gross
Toniann Grossman
Nobel Hadgu
Rehulita Hall
Allison Hasson *
Michael Hecht *
Jennifer Hersh *
Allan Hughes
Julia Hynes
Cassandra Iadicicco
Yasien Ismail
Natalie Italia
Brianna Iurlaro ***
Linju Joseph
Olga Jurga
Tiffany Kaplan
Irma Karakelle *
Olawunmi Kassim
Ian Kay
Gabrielle Kennedy
Michelle Kmiotek
Victoria Lambert
Alexandra Lau
Kar Liew
Alexander Lima
Melissa Mak
Elizabeth Malave
Jillian Malcolm
Masiz Mandal
Robert Manino
Michelle Marcante
Maria Medina
Alexa Medrano
Amanda Merritt
Ammaara Mohammed
Melody Montalvo
Jennifer Morales
Lina Movchan **
Caitlin Muncaster
Alyssa Murray *
Kimberly Nelson
Vildana Nesimi
Jessica Nowack
Stephanie Nunez
Ashley Ocasio
Laura Ochoa *
Nike Odekunle
Jade Oliveras
Amara Oluigbo
Marisol Ortiz-Minan
Rosalie O'Toole
Alyssa Palazzo
Linda Panariello
Aldin Pelinkovic
Julissa Peralta
Thomas Petti
Leonid Prazdnik
Kathy Prioleau
Michael Ragonese
Melissa Raimondi
Courtney Ramos
Antonio Reyes
Brandon Rivera
Destiny Rosario
Melissa Rubino **
Ginamarie Russo
Maria Sabella
Lizbeth Saccente
Tallal Salameh
Maritza Sanchez
Corisha Sanders
Kalema Santiago
Mirtha Santiago
Maryanne Santos
Steven Shau
Brittaney Simon
Daniel Smigiel
Tristan Smith
Jamie Sommerfield
Soukaina Sourouri
Junequa Stokely
Briana-Marie Strazza
Sadiyah Tariq
Donna Theodorou *
Joseph Tilghman
Marilee Trulby **
Briana Turano *
Sara Uciechowski
Gabriela Velez **
Tiffany Villegas
Avril Vishnevski ***
Crystal Warner *
Kimberly Wheeler
Earl Williams
Saqib Yaseen
Katherine Zapata

Associate in Science

Fateeha Amjad *
Carlos Fernandez Arreola
Lirim Begai
Amber Benitez *
Nancy Fakhry
Ragya Jalloh
Ousmane Kone *
Dilan Mataraarachchi
Michael Parascando
Danish Qamer
Fjolla Qorrolli
Vincent Ricciardi
Urooj Saeed
Bachelor of Arts
Amr Abdelalamin
Sylvia Abdelbadeed
Ta'iwao Adenekan **
Timothy Adorno
Ahmed Ahmed *
Morire Akintutire
Sarah Aladhamy
Maria Alaimo
Amanda Alessi **
Kora-Ann Ali
Jennifer Allegre
Menat Aly
Albulena Ameti
Lenmara Ametova
Jennifer Andersen
Desiree Andino
Justine Andreana
Janyll Arteaga
Michael Artiles *
Vania Auguste
Danielle Aybar
Jonathan Ayoub
Jean Baak
Sheila Baftjari
Victoria Baidoo *
Jonathan Bailey
Albina Balidemaj
Michelle Balzano
Emily Banks
Nekesha Baptiste
Stephanie Barone
Heather Barrett
Alema Basic
Patricia Bauer
Eugenia Bediake
Blanca Benitez
Matthew Bergman
Anthony Biagini
Cassandra Black
Yamilet Blas
Christi Boland *
Samantha Boord
Christopher Bossert
Colleen Bracco
Keisha Brantley
Thomas Breeden
Sergio Cabonargi
Sofia Cadavid-Arango
Joel Cadet
Christina Cafaizzo
Caitlin Caggino
Rosemary Calvano *
Michael Canal

Michael Cannilla
Allina Caprice
Christina Capurso
Darren Carbone
Mallory Carchietta
Sabra Caruso
Stefanie Castagliola
Michelle Castellano *
Caress Castro
Arber Ceci
Amanda Celek
Nour Chahout
Jurandir Chan ***
Yvonne Chang **
Javia Chaudhry
Jennifer Chen
Hassan Cherry
Marina Chertova
Jillian Chrust
Peter Cipriano
Michael Columbia
Ellisa Como *
Joey-Nicole Cona
Deanna Condello
Kelly Conklin
Lisa Constantino
Michael Conte
Sierra Coombs
Dalia Cornejal
Ashley Cruz
Megan Cuevas
Deanna Culotta ***
Alvin Dan
Parthena Daplas
Kristi Deamara
Thomas Decio
Ashley Delacruz
Stephen Delpriore
Candice Derisi
Vincent Derosa
Tanya Desmond
Kimberly Diaz
Michael Diaz
Anastasia Diberardino
Valerie Diblasio
Martin Dickson
Brittany Difalco
Emmanuelle Dimarsky
Shelley Disla
Nawal Doleh
Wilberto Dones
Danielle Doscher
Michael Driscoll
Magdalena Drzal
Diana Duka *
Sade Eastmond-Brown
Jayson Edmund
Yara Edrees
JUNE 2015

Omar Eid
Asmaa Elamrousy *
Gina Elbasanli
Danielle Ellis
Gabriela Elvir
Samantha Enriquez
Samantha Ermendi
Hana Esa
Maria Espinal
Viviana Espinoza
Brianna Fago *
Tanya Faye ***
Elizabeth Fayomi
Keegan Fernandes
Jeffrey Fernandez
Michael Fiorellino
Rudina Fishta *
Jessica Fitzpatrick
Danielle Fletcher *
Diana Fortiz
Rebecca Gaal
Brandon Gale *
Joseph Gambino
Lia Gamble *
Carmen Gamez
Jocelyn Garcia
Michael Garcia
Chelsea Garland
Nicole Garofalo
Isaac Garrido
Gregory Garvin
Jonathan Gavidia
Joanne German *
Matthew Giacalone
Lexie Giallanza
Domenic Gibson
Sarah Giglio **
Jonathan Gil
Alexsis Gilles *
Brigit Giordano
Gregory Giordano *
Susan Giordano
Jonathan Glazer
Lisa Gniewkowski
Kevin Gomez
Joanna Gonzalez
Marlene Gonzalez
Kristina Gorczynski
Manar Gouda
Nikki Gross
Yelena Grushko *
Silvia Guaman
Julie Guerrero
Stephanie Gutierrez
Araceli Guzman
Fernando Guzman
Fahimeh Hamoudeh *
Justine Hannula
Rebecca Hayes
Megan Hensch *
Emma Hernandez
Sandra Flores Hernandez
Sonia Hernandez
Dylan Hesterhagen
Jenny Hidalgo
Kayla Hill
Almahdi Hosang
Abeer Husein ***
Charles Iacona
Angel Irizarry
Jessica Isnetto
Jennifer Jacobson
Gina Jakubowski
Joseph Jamaleddine
Travis Jioia
Adar Johnson
Stephanie Johnson
Sophia Jordan **
Dassika Joseph
Nadire Jusuf
Mai Kamel
Amanda Kane
Vladimir Kanevsky *
Taylor Keating
Edward Khaymovich
Shahd Khidir
Seong Kim
Sunga Kim
Tae Young Kim
Ann King
Martin King
Brittany Kitchen
Amanda Klein
Christina Kneeter
Ivana Kolanovic
Brittany Kosta
Medine Kovacevic
Ryan Kravitz
Rini Kukli
Melynda Kuppler *
Damian Larocco
Nicole Latona
Angela Lauria
Brittany Lavelle
Matthew Lavides
Ilona Legaspi
Rebecca Lemoine **
Diana Leshi
Khnashea Lewis
Jiaxuan Li
Nicole Liebman
Kaitlin Lillo
Andrea Lizarazo
Glorieve Lopez
Dana Lucchese
Sabrina Lufrano
JUNE 2015

David Lyev
Andrea Macias
Jessica Mack
Amanda Magliocco *
Saman Mahmood
Islam Makhlouf *
Anthony Manieri
Antonella Maniscalco
Nicolle Maounis
Alyssa Marasco
Michelle Marcianti
Anthony Martano
Joy Martin
Betzaida Martino
Kristen Mastrangelo
Lyndell Matteo **
Erika Mazzarella
Gerard McCarren
Christopher Mckean
Alexandra Mcneely
Adriana Medina
Lee Megerman
Diana Mei
Julio Mejia
Natalie Mercaldo
Calì Merendino
Melissa Meyers
Jaclyn Miceli ***
Robert Mistretta
Kana Mizuno
Mario Montedoro *
Brittany Morales
Erin Moreno
Cory Moser
Megan Moses *
Joseph Motola
Hana Moustapha *
Sukant Mukhopadhyay
Lauren Mullins
Thomas Mulvaney *
Jillian Mulvihill *
Brian Murphy **
Meaghan Murphy
Adriane Musacchio **
Amna Mustafa
Michael Nappi *
Diane Narouz
Danielle Nelson
Noelle Nicchi
James Nichols
Roseline Nkama
Miriam Nosseir
Antonetta Nostro
Emmanuel Ojo
Olatubosun Olowofela
Corey Orazem
Erica Ottoo
Atir Pabon

Gina Palmeri
Nicolle Paloscio
Bathika Panagoda **
Steven Panarelli
Brianne Panariello
Elizabeth Paramonte *
Minyoung Park *
Michael Pashayan
Raquel Pasquarrello
Lauren Paupaw
Jacqueline Pecora
Jessica Pena
Ariel Penias
Andrew Perez
Jasmine Perez
Diana Perremuto
Alixandra Petersen **
Dina Petersen
Elizabeth Peteya
Michael Petruzzi
Shannon Piacentino
Mariah Pica
Christina Picaro
Jennie Lyn Piccinnini
Natalie Piccione
Jessica Pillitteri
Igor Polyakov
Danielle Pommerenck
Danielle Pranio
Kenneth Price
Iris Puma
Salvatore Puma
Jasmine Qoku
Deborah Quagliano *
Taina Quinones
Sara Rada
Tejas Raguthu
Adrian Rajski *
Sruthi Raju
Joshua Ramirez
Stephanie Randazzo
Joseph Rappa
Nia Reddick
Hayat Rehawi *
Frances Resuta **
Adriane Reyes
George Ritorto *
Alexis Rizzica
Aleksey Rodionov
Amanda Rodriguez
Edwin Rodriguez
Tiana Rodriguez *
Alexander Roldan **
Edward Roth
Adisa Rugovac
Gabriella Russelli
Jillianne Sabatini *
Salimota Saka
Moka Sanchez
Mary Sanicola
Dominique Santana
Michael Santiago *
Olajide Saula
Karyn Savage
Patricia Sawyer-Adewale
Laura Scazzafavo
Danielle Schiano
Benyomin Schofield ***
Lauren Sciortino
Lisamarie Scolo
Frank Seelal
Alexander Seibu
Mergime Sejdiu
Enkeleta Selmani
Yajaida Serrano
Nicole Servidio
Granit Shaba
Ali Shah
Alexander Shazad
Nada Shedid
Ariel Shek
Caitlin Shields
Gabriella Shlyakh
Tariq Y Shoman
Ashley Silva
Christine Simon
Jeanine Sledge
Alonzo Smith *
Soukaina Sourouri
Kendall Spiller
Kristin Spinelli
Justin Spisto
Jamie Sterner *
Anthony Surace
Anna Tam *
Michael Tate
Pauline Taylor
Dana Telese
Shenelle Thomas
Zainab Toom
Keila Troche
Anthony Trombetta
Jessica Turkus
Camello Vanloo
Stephanie Varshavsky
Kristen Vasquez
Nancy Vasquez
Christopher Velazquez
Amanda Vella
Michael Velotta *
Sandy Verdel
Kristin Vislocky *
Dana Volini
Olayinka Wahab
Brittany Warshefskie
Mei Li Wei

Kimberly Wheeler
Kelly White *
Divina Wiley *
Keenan Williams
Larry Williams
Dan Dan Xie *
Tiffany Yarusinsky
Joseph Yee
Kimberly Yee
Stephanie Yens
Danielle Yhap **
Johnny Yu
Yiu Yu
Jeremy Zablidowsky
Anthony Zagame
Cristine Zipf
Enisen Zugu

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Susa Huang
Brian Ortiz
Ariana Smith

Bachelor of Science
Samir Abazi
Senat Abazi
Mohsin Abbasi
Giana Abbruzzese
Mohmoud Abdallah *
Leena Abdo
Tareq Abed
Hiran Abeysekera
Matthew Abolt
Maria Acosta
Abigail Adams
Adenike Adegoke
Kehinde Adenekan
Taiwo Adenekan **
Ibrahim Aderibigbe
Rosemary Adesola
Jacqueline Adragna
Tokandji Agada *
Rhoda Aggrey
Andrew Agnew
Redwan Ahmed
Suzanne Ahmed
Qendrim Ahmeti
Sema Ajredini **
Oluwatimilehin Akinbo
Polashade Alayande
Ashley Albanese *
Elias Alchitiwi
Dhiwya Alex *
Reihna Alfonso
Majdy Alghayali
Asana Alhassan
Jamshed Ali
Miranda Alicea
JUNE 2015

Rasaq Allison
Joe Aloisio
Iyabode Alonge
Vicente Alonso
Maksim Altman
Lissette Altreche
Lennara Ametova
Fatimah Amjad *
Anthony Anastasio
Linda Andersen *
Tamar Andreasyan
Mercy Andrews *
Philip Angeles
Jeanine Angotti
Ugochi Anosike
David Anthony
Madusha Arachchilage
Nicholas Arnold
Diana Arrigo
Isaac Arthur
Portia Asare
Justin Atos **
Michael Attia
Sheilla Auquilla
Nechama Averick **
Joseph Azzinaro
Kamil Bagierski
Rugiau Bah
Salmana Bah
Juliet Baidoo *
Sean Bailer
Miguel Ballesteros
Omolola Balogun
Yetunde Bamisile
Liya Bangiyev
Aissata Barrie
Tina Barry
April Bartlett
Justin Bastawrose *
Brian Baxter
Christopher Belfiore
Taibat Bello
Alexander Bellochi
Kristina Belotskaya **
Vianca Beltran
Morgan Benggio
Argeta Benis **
Donna Berardi
Constantin Bercov *
Shawn Berry *
James Berto
Toniann Bentonazzi
Craig Besignano
Rayhana Bhuiyan
Daniella Bianco
Jessica Bisceglia
Anthony Blackburn
Joseph Blackburn
Jacquelyn Borgese
Djillali Boukerche
Jessica Boyce **
Tristan Braithwaite *
Beatrix Branovits
Alina Brodskaya
Stephen Brown
Joshua Browne
Brandon Bryan
Vladyslav Budnik
Vincent Bueti
Michael Bulla
Maureen Buneo
Rofiyatu Buremoh
Joseph Bushman *
Josiah Butler
Mohammad Butt *
Andrea Cacace
Marlon Cadore
Meghan Cambria
Paul Caminiti
Eric Campis
Thomas Campisi
Brian Campos
Kaitlin Capdevielle
Nicole Caporici
Zaccary Cardito **
Dana Cariddi *
Susana Carrion
Alfonso Castaneda
Gelti Celiku
Anthony Cendali
Christina Certo
Aaron Chan
Mei Pui Chan **
Hye Jin Chang
Louma Charif
Anum Chaudhry
Michael Chea
Jian Chen
Qiu Ping Chen
Ting Chen
Wei Cheng **
Alex Cherriyan
Annie Chin
Albert Chow **
Milind Christian
Rosina Christian
Pui Yin Chu
Mohammad Chughtai *
Cody Cimbal
Frank Cincotta
Juan Clarin ***
Ramanda Clarke
Anduena Cobaj
Alicia Coccimiglio
Winifred Coker
Vito Coladonato
JUNE 2015

Cristina Colalillo *
Stephanie Collyer
Victor Colon
Michele Comodo
Paul Compere
Sean Connelly
Rundi Constant
Michele Convissar
Cristina Cossack
Christian Crespo **
Nicholas Crimi
Rossana Cruciatia ***
Enrico Cucco
Katherine Cummings
Jennifer Cuomo
Ardita Daci *
Zhao Yang Dai
Deena D’Amato
Winnie Darius
Gabriella D’Atri
Tavia Davidson
Mellonnie Davis *
Yoraily De La Cruz
Juan De Los Reyes
Carmela De Luca
Lauren De Stefano
Joseph Dear
Renee Decker
Alesio Dedja
Nikka Dela Cruz **
Charles Delfino
Jessica Deluca
Amanda Delucrezia
Michael Demaria
Janine Demartini *
Olga Dembowski *
Lina Denaro
Steven Desantis
Minomi Dharmarathna *
Antonio Di Re
Koumba Diallo
Anthony Diangelo *
Maria Diaz *
Michael Diigiorio
Shane Dimiao
Patrick Dimanche
Emmie Dimayuga-Corso *
Jonation D’Onofrio
Michelle Donohue
Niholle Draper
Kerine Duffy *
Suela Duka
Barbara Dunn **
Sara Dupre ***
Danielle D’Urso
Edward Dykstra **
Lucia Edwards **
Andrew Edwardsen
Nicholas Edwin
Eileen Egan-Russo **
Megan Eisler Grynzsztajn *
Ahmed Elamrousy
Shechel Eliasen *
Sabrine Elkazaz
Sarah El-Khatib
Iman Elramsisy
Hassan Elsherbini *
Ahmad Elslaway
Mikhail Elterman
Nourhan Elzari
John Emilio
Edward Engelson *
Kharisah Ermita
Christopher Falconiere
Lingli Fan
Mohamad Fares
Michael Fasano
Ahmad Abdel Fattah
Daniela Favaloro *
Miles Feinberg
John Felci
Matthew Feldman
Jiahui Feng
Keegan Fernandes
Michael Ferone
Christina Ferrante
Ryan Ferrari
Louis Ferraroni
Eric Fichera
Elisabetta Ficili
Joseph Figueroa
Oscar Figueroa
Dylan Figuly *
Gregory Fiorentino
Genesis Flores
Hing Fung Fong
Lisa Fong
Alexandra Fortuna
Sabrina Fracchiolla
Adriana Franco
Michael Fried
Rachel Friedman
Jordan Fueguel
Nicholas Fugallo
Arber Fushtica
James Fusillo
Nicholas Galati-Zuhowsky
Christopher Galea
Julissa Gallegos
Josica Ganesamurthy
Rachel Garcia
Kevin Garvey
Gulnaz Gatina *
Leonella Gatti
Papa Bouna Gaye
Ramon Gayle
JUNE 2015

Victoria Geladze
Bria Gentile
Christopher George
Joel George
Eleni Georgiou
Janine Gerbino
Jason Ghirovsky
Salvatore Giannone **
Nikos Giasemis
Amanda Gioia
Geena Giordano
Lawrence Giordano
Leon Gist
Alan Gokinayev
Yevgeniy Goldengur
Erica Golin **
Crystal Gomez
Jacqueline Gomez
Miguel Gomez
Victor Gomez
Olivia Gonzalez
Wendy Gonzalez *
Chandana Goonewardene
Maxim Goudz
Jheneale Grandison
Quincy Grant
Anthony Graziano
Sabrina Grippi
Vincent Guardino
Joseph Guarini
Joseph Guarrella
Gilbert Guerin
Marco Guerrero
Paul Guglielmetti **
Cristina Guida
Branny Guido
Jamie Gutierrez *
Joseph Guzzo *
Sungji Ha **
Matthew Habib
Samantha Habib
Raisley Hafner
Sara Haidery
Yahya Haimed
Peter Halat *
Latifa Hamzane
Karunarathnage Hapuarachchi
Kelli Harrer
Jennifer Harrington
Shamika Harris
Mary Hart
Ahmed Hassan
Sevda Hatipoglu
Henry Hau
Edward He **
Xiaona He
Xiaoyuan He
Kieran Hepworth *

Sharon Herman
Sue Ann Hernandez *
Victoria Hertel **
Hassina Hessam
Maureen Higgins
Thomas Hionas
Anderson Homer
Jin Hong *
Thuan Hong
Stephen Hongach *
Cody Horenborg
Chun-Wei Hsu *
Myat Htut
Doris Hu
Zhensheng Hu
Anthony Huang
Jian Huang
Melissa Huang
Kühni Hughes
Ka Yan Hui
Sana Humayun
Dilek Humusoglu
Frank Husslein
Christine Huynh *
David Ibrahim
Kawsar Ibrahim ***
Mohamed Ibrahim
Alexander Improta *
Maryna Incherchera *
Anthony Ingrassia
Giovanna Ingrati
Christopher Iorizzo
Md Fahimul Islam
Samet Isufi
Mohammed Izmikna
Caple Jackson
Sara Jacobson *
Carline Jacques
Joana Jacques
Agnes Jaiman
Ragya Jalloh
Batool Jamal
Julie Jangkum
Stephanie Jara **
Christina Jean
Shubiao Jiang
Irena Jmukhadze **
Earl Joaquin
Simone Jobity
Janee Johnson *
Ashit Johri
Christina Jolly
Anu Joseph
Kerri Joseph
Mays Jumah *
Mireille Kadima
Anthony Kadziela
Leetal Kahalani  
Ozlem Kalender  
Michael Kalika  
Alfred Kamara  
Austin Kapetanakis  
Nathasha Kariyakarawana  
Andrei Karpov  
Kulwinder Kaur  
Kaitlyn Kelly  
Peter Khan  
Kristina Khatunova  
Magd Khidir  
Brian Kien  
Hani Kinani  
Ksenia Kiseleva  
Christopher Koehler  
Megan Kohlsaat  
Cecilia Kollie  
James Kollie  
Dmytro Korenkov  
Evgeniya Koshelyaevskaya  
Darina Kovinatsky  
Edward Krakower  
Eli Krantz  
Marcin Kucharek  
Petrit Kuka  
Akshay Kumar  
Diane Lagueatan  
Yuen Kiu Lai  
Kristina Wing Yee Lam  
Sze Lam  
Lori Lamanna  
Monique Lamb  
Alyse Lapedra  
Jessica Larsen  
Winnie Law  
Danny Lazkani  
Daniel Leahy  
Annie Lee  
Della Lee  
Hyo Lee  
Kevin Lee  
Kevin Lee  
Richard Leem  
Drucila Lefevre  
Michelle Leggett  
Peter Lepiane  
Alice Li  
Chen Li  
Kevin Li  
Lu Li  
Minhui Li  
Na Li  
Rencong Li  
Wei Feng Li  
Jennifer Licata  
Phuong Lieb  
Kenneth Ligreci  
Qianghai Lin  
Shan Lin  
Jia Feng Liu  
Azima Ljekperic  
Ardisjana Ljikovic  
Nicole Locricchio  
Christopher Longo  
Domenico Lorusso  
Derek Louie  
Jenna Lowmark  
Jessica Loyo  
Amy Luo  
Blanca Luzunaris  
Su Ying Ma  
Sally Mach  
Kristin Macleod  
Navita Madan  
Steven Magaddino  
Andrea Rose Magracia  
Brian Magurno  
Ahmed Mahmoud  
Kevin Mai  
Hosea Mak  
Deborah Makinde  
Carmine Malandro  
Angela Malave  
Dilakshi Mampitiya  
Christina Mancusi  
Michael Mandel  
Christopher Maniscalco  
Michael Manzi  
Anton Mararenko  
Teuta Markasheviq  
Joseph Markovic  
Dorothea Martin  
Winston Martin  
Steven Martinez  
Michael Mascarinus  
Mirjana Masihkulli  
Mary Mashrek  
Danielle Massimino  
John Mataragas  
Bobbie Matheson  
Akeem Mathew  
Linse Mathew  
Abdou Mbye  
John McCarthy  
Mercedes Mcdonough  
Anthony McIntosh  
Dorothy Mcloughlin  
George Medina  
Maylin Mejia  
Vlona Mela  
Joseph Melley  
Ilya Meltser  
Amanda Mendez  
Jennifer Mendez  
Jose Mendez  

JUNE 2015
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Miryam Mendez  
Fidelis Mendoza  
Madeline Mercado  
Mildred Mercado  
Corinne Messina *  
Violetta Mikaelian  
Tylah Milo  
Dimitriy Miretskiy  
Ritu Mishra  
Soud Miskine  
Giuseppe Mitilis  
Cristian Mizquiri  
Annmarie Modafferi *  
Kaitlin Mohin  
Carl Monteleone  
Genevieve Montevacchi *  
Hayat Moomens  
Anastasia Moore  
Brian Moore  
Harry Morales  
Krystal Morgan  
Akilah Morris  
Shaniqua Morton  
Hedaia Mousa  
Adam Moy  
Sehar Muddassar  
Jason Mui  
Anthony Mulkey  
Desean Mullings  
Breanne Mulraney  
Adriane Musacchio **  
Ardita Musovic  
Frank Musto  
Claire Nabalende  
Kristina Napolitano  
Kimberly Nappi  
Ahmed Nasr **  
Claudia Natalio  
George Nehme  
Robert Nelli  
Alexa Nelson  
Mirlinda Neziri  
Calvin Ngo  
Verdin Nikezi  
Mariana Nikolenko  
David Nisnevich  
Nicole Norman  
Dayna Noto  
Patrick Nowak *  
Ermona Nuredinovski *  
Joshua Nuzzi *  
Iwinos Na Odia  
Ayele Okolie  
Svetlana Oleynik  
Maria Oliveras-Martinez  
Grace Olotu  
Morolake Olowofela  
Christina Olsen **  
Samantha Orlando  
Diana Orozco  
Eric Ortiz  
Israel Osagie  
Lauren Osgood  
Abidiemi Owolabi  
Richard Pallarino  
Elaine Paragos  
Michal Pando  
Natalia Pankratova *  
Jenna Pantophlet  
Amanda Panzera  
Michael Parascando  
Christopher Parekkaden  
Stephanie Parlagreco  
Geraldine Pascual  
Robert Pashayan **  
Jeremy Pasker  
Ilaria Pati  
Juah Payne  
Shakiyla Peart  
Michael Pecora  
Sarah Peleg  
Vildana Pelinku  
Vivienne Pennington  
Edward Peppe  
Jasper Perez  
Keith Perkins  
Jonathan Perrazo  
Kenneth Perry  
Komal Pervaiz  
Theresa Pessolano **  
Orawan Petrela  
Debra Phillips  
Milton Pichardo  
Michael Picone  
Valerie Pinilla  
Salvatore Polizzi **  
Krista Polly *  
Jacklyn Procci  
Keith Prucha  
Mariela Puma  
Junaid Qaiser  
William Quilty  
Duwanna Quinn  
Louis Quinones ***  
Hassan Rada  
Angelo Rago **  
Ryan Raiola  
Merlin Raj **  
Amanda Rajab  
Christopher Ramanauskas  
Mohamed Rami  
Ajten Ramush  
Louis Ramzy  
Nolan Reese  
Samantha Reinhardt *  
Eric Reinstein
Brittany Repetto
Tohey Reznik
Gayann Rhoden
Yasmin Rimalwi *
Krystin Rivas
Erica Rivieccio
Michael Rivieccio
Andrew Rizkalla
John Rizzo *
Ariel Rodriguez
Kasandra Rodriguez
Leticia Rodriguez
Melissa Rodriguez
Wendy Rodriguez
ysrael Rodriguez
Chantelle Roman
Stewar Romhin
Justine Rosario
Kimberly Rositano
Nicole Rossi
Jenna Rubertone ***
Thomas Rudolph
Michael Ruffe *
John Ruiz
William Ruiz
Jacqueline Rupelli
Caitlin Rutigliano
Mary Ryan
Cristina Sa
Diane Saadeh *
Michael Saadeh *
Darya Sabarova
Kelly Sabella *
Zaid Said
Aisha Saleem
Anthony Salomone
Ayasha Sampson **
Christine Samuel
Yatta Sando
Talia Sanfilippo
Dianil Santana
Shameil Santana
David Santos
David Sarker
Aleksandr Sarvirov
Jane Saunders **
Janay Sawyers
Dominick Scala
Anthony Scarmato
Amanda Schettini
Kyle Schiff
Emily Schnall
Nico Pratt
Chanelle Scott
Jillian Scotto
Samantha Seblano
Mina Seliman
Abdo Semaan ***
Andrew Sentouktsi
Joseph Sforza
John Shahin
Mohammed Shams
Mina Shawky
Ilya Shekhtman
Sharde Shellborne
Brian Sheydvasser *
Igal Shukriyanvy
Eric Shvartser
Syon Simpson
Julie Sineokaya *
Briann Singh
Mariano Siragus
Ambullah Sirleaf
Regina Skvirsy
Jonathan Sledziewski
Larisa Smirnova **
Brittany Smith *
Christine Smith
Igor Smolianski *
Sopitu Soth
Fatoumata Soumahoro
Shaquille Sparkes
Gianluca Spinelli
Lauren Stella
Michael Stendardi
Lynette Stolz
Ilona Stoyko ***
Sara Stozki
Nadir Sukalic
Marianna Sullivan
Anna Supinska *
Veronica Suppa
Daniella Susino
Tyeisha Sutton
Shamaila Syed
Stephanie Sztopkalyi
Yasmine Tallat
Alan Tam
Phu Tang
Andrey Tarasov
Tafima Tarley
Ranyah Tayeh *
Cheryl-Ann Taylor
Nakia Taylor
Michael Tenuto
Jeanine Terrusa
Lindsay Thaisz *
Kewin Tam *
Bianca Thomas
Wendy Thompson
Tashia Thorbourne
Shenuque Tissera *
Fanny Tlatelpa
Jaclyn Tocco
Francis Torres
Kenneth Torres

JUNE 2015
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Priscilla Torres **
Donna Toscano
Isaac Toussaint
Quang Tran *
Terssa Tran
Sushan Tu
Jessica Tuazon *
Dilya Tulayeva
Vitaliya Tyulpina
Anthony Uccio
Ohigeli Ukatu
Louis Valdes
Matthew Van Manen
Amanda Van Name
Justin Van Wygerden **
Sophia Varriano *
Joel Varughese
David Vazquez
Julio Velasco
David Velasquez
Arijet Veljic
Lidiana Vendra
Edgar Veras
Jose Vilhena
Matthew Virga
Dmitriy Vituk
Stefan Vulichevich
Thomas Vuolo **
Frank Waite
Lorna Walker
Mary Walsh
Feifei Wang
Crystal Warner *
Eric Washington
Selma Watkins
Geethika Weckasinghe
Rosalind Weiss ***
Marc Weitzman
Danielle White
Richard White
Eric Widlund
Nadeesha Wijesinghe
Saumya Wijesuriya *
Denise Williams
Samuel Williams
Sapphire Williams
Samantha Wong
Vanessa Wong
Vincent Wong **
Alan Wood
Steven Woolverton **
Anna Wu
Yanqi Wu
Amy Xie
Siming Xie *
Edwin Xu
Maria Yamshchykova
Umar Yasin
Alyssa Yee
Andrew Yen
Eva Yeung
Thilaharani Yogan
Jesse Yu
Jiahui Yu
Jin Yu
Jonathan Zacharowicz
Ben Zahavi
Joseph Zaher
Faisal Zahroof
Lucinda Zawadzki ***
Rosalie Zawadzki ***
Anita Zekaj
Lisa Zeng
Peipei Zhang *
Zhihao Zhang
Shan Zheng
Jonathan Zimmer **
Ruhiya Zomah

Master of Arts in Cinema and Media Studies
Ximena Aliaguilla
Eric Feliciano
Ju-Fen Hsiao
Nadia Kader
Sony Kamal
Zifei Wang

Master of Arts in English
Mohamed Badr
Laura D’Anna
Christopher Jones
Jennifer Terzie

Master of Arts in History
Matthew Galati
Daniel Jakubowski
Michael Loock

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
Rocco Astore
Anthony Bove
Ryan Eisenbraun
Mark Lewental
Leonor Mendez
Gabriel Teetsell

Master of Arts in Mental Health Counseling
Kristina Mothersill

Master of Science in Accounting
Michael Andrews
Princy Goonewardene
Xin Lu
JUNE 2015

Master of Science in Adult-Gerontology CNS
Lovie Marie Amolo
Jinyoung Kim
Jane Murphy
Suzanne Taughter

Master of Science in Adult-Gerontology NP
Geetha Ajay
Olasunkanmi Bhadmus
Yledede Cummings
Blythe Finn
Jency Jacob
Jayitha Janardhanan
Anita Ohemenggyan
Hyeyoon Park
Sujin Park
Ingrid Prince
Mary Saputo
Marjorie Wilson

Master of Science in Biology
Sari Katzen
Kristi Russo
Ella Viola

Master of Science in Business Management
Ramy Aly
Danielle Bottaro
Amy Clegg
Jamie Dellasala
Alexis Dongar
Julien Dunet
Victor Freval
Roshika Goonawardena
Altina Kurti
Martin Larrosa
Julie Magnier
Victoria Nasr
Sergio Nusfaumer
Naomi O
Michael Romano
Jeffrey Szwaba
Laura Thomas
Louise Vellard
Simone Walcott

Master of Science in Computer Science
Pradeep Adluru
Srikari Sindhoori Datla
Bryan Furia
Mrudula Garikipati
Praveen Kumar Jampala
Soumya Kalva

Endrit Kokunja
Panoj Kumar
Roman Lavrov
Rohini Nakka
Kushan Shah
Wai Fong Yung

Master of Science in Environmental Science
Janaka Jayasingha
Padmi Ranasinghe

Master of Science in Neuroscience
Elsie Arce
Emelyne Baucicaut
Gabriella Colonna
Brianne Conanan
Nicole Lamassa
Cristen Melfi
Dinali Obeysekera
Fatmazohra Ouaaz
Margherita Sansone
Nicholas Volpe

Master of Science in Education-Adolescence Education
Gina Aleyas
Dorothy Altieri
Teressa Camarda
Danielle Cascio
Mercedes Chow
Lisa Cucio
Lauren Demeis
Aydin Durantas
Kathleen Foronda
Jaclyn French
Karen Gallo
Joelle Grumbell
Brian Hanley
Tangela Harrell
Lital Leger
Joanna Licitra
Laura Loiacono
Jaclyn Marzella
James Mauro
Marc Montalbano
Lori Napoli
Danielle Neville
Lak Wai Ng
Souad Ouatarid
Matthew Paone
Jenny Pisani
Laura Psomas
Rimma Rashkovan
James Ryan
Rita Sigona
Nelli Smirnova
JUNE 2015

Michael Trimble
Lauren Van Sise
Alicia Wise

Master of Science in Education-
Childhood Education
Samantha Alberino
Vjolca Berkani
Brittany Bugge
Jessica Chow
Catherine Ebro
Lisa Farrell
Jessica Forni
Emily Fraiman
Stefanie Fraser
Andrea Goldberg
Alicja Hus
Yi Jin Kim
Kristin Lamonte
Daena Lepore-Cavallino
Nadia Maldonado
Qadirah Mansur
John Mccahey
Erica Mccord
Gabriella Messina
Regina Mireau
Surin Park
Ashley Sax
Stephanie Tritto
Alfred Venturino

Mira Kim
Courtney Lapreta
Nourhan Mohamed
Faith Oviasuyi
Elizabeth Palaj
Stephanie Pastore
Rita Perez
Alexandra Petruzelli
Michele Pisani
Amanda Ramos
Nicole Rusin
Joann Spinella
Constance Velez
Michelle Wright-Zancocchio

Master of Social Work
Jacqueline Blake
Arthur Cardinale
Angela Cottone
Dana Davi
Alexa Donnelly
Claire Fisy
Yin Fung
Arlin Guerrero
Christine Menake
Juliana Nunez
Devin Panepinto
Natasha Pashchinskaya
Thalia Perez
Natasha Sinclair-Buckham
Carlie Splicer
Ana Valerio

Post Master’s Dual Certificate in
Leadership in Education-
School Building Leader and
School District Leader
Mary Trinidad

Francesca Ambrosino
Olivia Arcuri
Jaclyn Arrigo
Melissa Benitez
Ejona Beshku
Danielle Bove
Jessica Bove
Pamela Brown
Paige Buono
Grace Caputo
Liyang Chang
Christina Ciaburri
Zurie Cira
Naomi Cohen
Christina Colasurdo
Lindsey Corletto
Anne Del Adapon
Jodi Ann Didonato
Naglaa Elbadawi
Ian Feldman
Raquel Fox
Caitlin Gil
Samantha Ginsburg
Miglena Gora
Siham Ibrahim
## CSI RECIPIENTS OF CUNY DOCTORAL DEGREES*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate's Name</th>
<th>Mentor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Alcorn</td>
<td>Dr. Jean Berteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arielle Bailey</td>
<td>Dr. Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldie Baum</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Chiacchiero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Blake</td>
<td>Dr. Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Bullen</td>
<td>Dr. Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin Chen</td>
<td>Dr. Frank Burbrink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Dalonzo</td>
<td>Dr. Jean Berteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yury Dziashko</td>
<td>Dr. Anshel Gorokhovsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Faulkner</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Chiacchiero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kerr</td>
<td>Dr. Probal Banerjee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Krivis</td>
<td>Dr. Jean Berteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Liquori</td>
<td>Dr. Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Macina</td>
<td>Dr. Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Mackey</td>
<td>Dr. Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Man</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Kruk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen McDonough</td>
<td>Dr. Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivana Novcic</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Veit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Pahl</td>
<td>Dr. Jean Berteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashish Punia</td>
<td>Dr. Nan-Loh Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadassa Radzik</td>
<td>Dr. Jean Berteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Savarese</td>
<td>Dr. Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Scicchigno</td>
<td>Dr. Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Sherman</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Chiacchiero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Uttaro</td>
<td>Dr. Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruna Woods</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Chiacchiero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuanyuan Zhao</td>
<td>Dr. Alan Lyons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE

Jeniffer Clemente
Blushan Takhtani

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS

Samantha Adelson
Jennifer Calero
Ahmad Dashoush
Marcella Demarinis
Daniel Dileo
Diana Garcia
Stephanie Graves
Monique Griffin
Shamira Hoyte
Issabella Oguah
Stephanie Ragonese
Cathryn Rizzo
Patryk Wala
Steffanie Wilhelmy

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE

Judy Li

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Fiturija Abdulovski
Husemiu Adeola
Narayaa Afari
Sarah Ahmad
Bernard Ajayi
Shane Ambers
Gina Bariletti
Nailya Benyaguyeva
Joseph Castiglia
Tania Castillo
Jovanni Crespo
Giacomo Cunzolo
Alicia Deschamps
Kadiatou Diallo
Wewala Dilushika
Natalie Dominguez
Sundus Elkhatieb
Jill Ellopre
Moses Esuola
Jessica Figueroa
Shivaughn Flowers
Samantha Francis
Marina Funk
Lisa Galasso
Hang Gao
Deborah Gasparik
Joshua Ginsberg
Anthony Giuliano
Noreen Gomez
Ana Gor
Yarlene Hernandez
Laurence Holmes
Jusuf Husic
Jeninne Jawad
J A Iresha Jayasingha
Jonathan Jimenez
Fredlyn Joseph
Ryan Kennedy
Jami Kermee
Maria Kesaris
Arte Krasniqi
Eddyta Kuprowski
Mateusz Kutryb
Matthew Leavy
Guillaume Lin
Jin Ru Lin
William Long
Juan Lopez
Elena Markov
Sara Martinez
Teena Mathew
Briana Mccoy
Orhan Memed

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Nazish Afrin
Matthew Basile
Matthew Bass
Adriana Maria Bennici
Joseph Catapano
Edmond Chang
Alexandria D’Arrigo
Ahmad Dashoush
Nolan Debrowner
Doris Duarte
Arielle Dunn
James Fahey
Jessica Geraci
Javaria Ghaffar
Lucero Gonzalez
Colin Hughes
David Hunter
Jennifer Hurtado
Ahmad Jaber
Gennuelle Joy Javelosa
Victoria Kornecki
Kim Mullaney
Mohammed Naser
Assamoi Nguessen
Jan Ochlan
Katelyn Palombo
Maria Perez
Saul Ramirez
Michele Romeo
Ibrahim Sangare
Katherine Sgarlato
Andrew Simontacchi
Camille Sobel
Nolanies Torres

Yuliya Tsybushkina
Victoria Vitelli
Jalisa Williams
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Mark Morcos
Duong Nguyen
Jorge Nugra
Antonia Ohikuare
Laura Orozco ***
Valerie Pace
Hansika Perera
Kosswattage Perera
Shona-K Phillip
Tiffany Pringle
Yuvanca Richards
Timothy Robertson
Haia Saadi
Alicia Seecoomar
Amanda Segreto
Alexander Shmulik
Kamil Sokolowski
Melody Soto
Jing Tang *
Terrina Tucker
Yekaterina Verbitskaya
Thomas Wallace
Suhadi Wickramasinghe
Andrew Winslow
Lauren Tavarez Zapata
Jinru Zhang *
Shan Zheng

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
Michelle Borowski
Barbara Brancaccio
Lesa Díaz Weekes
Lucila Farfan-Narcisse
Doris Ruiz
Nderime Sejdiu

Master of Science in Business Management
Janet Magnuson

Master of Science in Environmental Science
Cadecia Josephs

Master of Science in Education-Adolescence Education
Deborah Boefer
Jennifer Clemente
Anthony Colamonico
Iman Khamiss

Master of Science in Education-Childhood Education
Rebecca Stein

Master of Science in Education-Special Education
Lauren Stoll

Post Master’s Certificate in Leadership in Education-School Building Leader and School District Leader
Alison Asfazadour
Jennifer Balis
Alicia Isasi-Endress
Florence Kane
Jill Kitchen
Alison Lawless
Melissa Roberts
Sharlene Velez
Victoria Wozencroft

Post Master’s Certificate in Leadership in Education-School District Leader
Maryann Diglio

AUGUST 2015
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

CHAIR
Benno C. Schmidt, Jr.

VICE CHAIR
Philip Alfonso Berry

TRUSTEES
Valerie Lancaster Beal
Wellington Z. Chen
Rita DiMartino
Freida D. Foster
Judah Gribetz
Joseph J. Lhota
Hugo M. Morales
Brian D. Obergfell
Peter S. Pantaleo
Carol A. Robles-Román
Barry F. Schwartz
Charles A. Shorter
Joseph K. Awadjie, CUNY Student Trustee
Terrence F. Martell, ex officio

SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR FOR UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AND SECRETARY
Jay Hershenson

GENERAL COUNSEL AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR FOR LEGAL AFFAIRS
Frederick P. Schaffer
COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND ADMINISTRATION

President
William J. Fritz, BS, MS, PhD

Provost/Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Fred Naider, BS, MS, PhD

Vice President for Finance and Administration
Ira Persky, BA, MA

Vice President for Student Affairs
A. Ramona Brown, BS, MEd, EdD

Interim Vice President for Institutional Advancement and External Affairs
Janine Scaff, BA, MGA

Vice President for Information Technology and Economic Development, and Executive Director of the CUNY Interdisciplinary High-Performance Computing Center
Michael Kress, AAS, BS, MA, MS, PhD

Vice President for Enrollment Management
Mary Beth Reilly, AA, BS, MS

Assistant Vice President for Finance and Business Services
Ed Rios, AAS, BA

Assistant Vice President for Campus Planning and Facilities Management
Stephen J. Brennan, AAS, BS

Assistant Vice President for Technology Systems
Patricia Kahn, BS, MBA, PhD

Founding Dean of the School of Business
Susan L. Holak, BS, MPhil, PhD

Interim Founding Dean of the School of Education
Kenneth M. Gold, BA, MA, PhD

Interim Founding Dean of the School of Health Sciences
Maureen Becker, BS, MS

Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences
Nan M. Sussman, BA, MA, PhD

Acting Dean of Science and Technology
Alfred Levine, BEE, MA, PhD, PE

Interim Associate Provost for Institutional Effectiveness
Syed Rizvi, BSEE, MS, PhD

Deputy to the President, Chief of Staff
Kenichi Iwama, Esq., BA, MA, JD

Associate Dean, Chief Librarian
Wilma Jones, AA, BA, MA, PhD

Special Counsel and Labor Designee
Kathleen Galvez, Esq., BS, MA, JD

Director of Diversity and Compliance
Danielle E. Dimitrov, Esq., BA, MA, JD

Director of Athletics
Charles Gomes, BA, MA
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS

School of Business

Accounting and Finance
George Wang, BA, MA, PhD (Acting Chair)
Economics
Vasilios Petratos, BA, PhD
Management
Gordon DiPaolo, BA, MBA, PhD
Marketing
Thomas Tellefsen, AAS, BBA, MBA, PhD

School of Education

Curriculum and Instruction
Margaret Berci, BSEd, MS, PhD
Educational Studies
Nelly Tournaki, PhD

Health Sciences

Nursing
Mary O’Donnell, BS, MS, PhD, RN
Physical Therapy
Jeffrey Rothman, PT, EdD

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences

English
Lee Papa, BA, MA, PhD
History
Susan Smith-Peter, BS, PhD
Media Culture
Ying Zhu, BA, MA, PhD
Performing and Creative Arts (PCA)
George Sanchez, MFA
Philosophy
Mark White, BSBA, PhD
Political Science and Global Affairs
Richard Flanagan, BA, PhD
Psychology
Florette Cohen, BS, MS, PhD (Acting Chair)
Social Work
Christine Flynn Saulnier, AA, BS, MSW, PhD
Sociology and Anthropology
Arthur (Leigh) Binford, BA, MA, PhD
World Languages and Literatures
Gerry Milligan, BA, MA, PhD

Division of Science and Technology

Biology
Abdeslem El Idrissi, BS, MA, MP, PhD
Chemistry
Qiao-Sheng Hu, BS, MS, PhD
Computer Science
Susan Imberman, BA, MS, PhD
Engineering Science and Physics
Neo Antoniades, BS, MS, MP, PhD
Mathematics
Carlo Lancellotti, MS, MS, PhD (Acting Chair)

Library

Library
Wilma Jones, AA, BA, MA, MA, PhD
MARSHALS

Grand Marshal
George E. Sanchez

Platform Marshals
John Lawrence
Jacqueline LeBlanc

Organizing Marshals
Judit Kerekes
Carlo Lancellotti

Faculty Marshals
Neo Antoniades
Deepa Aravind
Comfort Asanbe
Alyson Bardsley
William Bauer
Alan Benimoff
Linda Coull
Fran Danis
Ryann Eisenbraum
Jimmie Fata
Richard Flanagan
Daniel Gagliardi
Kevin Gomez
Chris Hale
James Hladek
Mark Lewis
Andrew Leykam
Nancy Liu-Sullivan
Robert Lovering
Jane Marcus-Delgado
Emmanuel Mbah
Reece Peck
Ralf Peetz
Andrew Poje
Mary Recor
Angela Sammarco
Christina Tortora
Michael Volpe
Chapman Wing
Sarah Zelikovitz

General Marshals
Chrisanthi Anastopoulou
Melissa Brown
Fausto Canela
Jonna DeSantis
Marianne DiLeo
Michele Galanti
Alana Gaymon
Richard Krystzoforski
Shawn Landry
Michael Maslankowski
Mary Murphy
Christine Myers
Ralph Pagan
Byron Taylor
Enza Vario
Ceremonies at American colleges and universities go back to ceremonies at the universities of medieval Europe, which were closely linked with religious orders. Most teachers were members of the clergy; many students expected to take holy orders.

Academic costumes are derived from clerical dress. They also reflect rank: as ordinary clergymen wear less elaborate costumes than bishops, so undergraduates wear less elaborate costumes than professors. Then, academic costumes, worn every day, were functional: hoods, for example, protected the head from cold and from inclement weather and dropped back onto the shoulders when not needed. Now, hoods are ceremonial.

American academic costumes can be “read” for information. Bachelors’ gowns are simple, with modestly gathered sleeves that extend to the wrist. Masters’ gowns have long kimono-like sleeves. Doctors’ hoods have full gathered sleeves with velvet bands. Bachelors’ hoods are small, masters’ hoods are somewhat larger, and doctors’ hoods are knee-length. Today, instead of receiving hoods at commencement, undergraduates shift the tassels on their mortarboards from right to left when their degrees are conferred.

Most hoods have velvet borders whose color designates the academic fields of the wearers, as follows:

- white ........................................ arts and letters
- drab ........................................ business administration
- copper ......................................... economics
- light blue ..................................... education
- orange ........................................ engineering
- brown ......................................... fine arts
- purple ........................................ law
- lemon .......................................... library science
- green .......................................... medicine
- pink .......................................... music
- blue .......................................... philosophy (and other liberal arts)
- sage green ................................... physical education
- gold ........................................... science
- scarlet ........................................ theology

Colored velvet also trims the front edges of doctors’ gowns.

Hoods are lined with the colors of the schools that grant the wearers’ degrees, sometimes a single color, sometimes two, one a field color and the other a chevron-shaped stripe. The colors of the College of Staten Island are gray and CSI blue; its masters’ hoods have gray as the field color, College blue as the chevron color.

In recent years, universities have adopted colored doctoral gowns to take the place of black gowns. Ordinarily, these gowns use the field color of the institutions’ doctoral hoods: Columbia and Yale university gowns are a pale blue and a medium blue, for example, Harvard and Rutgers university gowns are crimson, New York University gowns are violet, Princeton University gowns are orange, and The City University of New York gowns are dark blue.

Academic processions, like religious processions, are organized hierarchically. Bachelor’s degree candidates come first, then master’s degree candidates, then faculty, then administrators, trustees, and honorary degree candidates. The president, who comes last, is preceded by a mace bearer. This order is reversed in recessions.

The College of Staten Island’s mace, dedicated in 1986 to mark the tenth anniversary of the College, was made by a Finnish American silversmith, Veikko Huotari. The College’s seal is at the top above four ornaments: the seals of Staten Island Community College and Richmond College (its predecessor institutions), the symbol of the borough of Staten Island, and dolphins, the College’s mascot. The College’s motto, “Opportunity and Challenge,” encircles the neck of the mace’s shaft.